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Updated: This article was updated in 2019. Cyber attacks are now one of the biggest threats to businesses and consumers around the world. The BBC accounted for more than half of The British companies that have already reported cyber attacks in 2019. The need for specialists certified for ethical
hackers certification (CEH) is growing rapidly, but skills and determination are needed to achieve this qualification. In order to combat the rise in cybercrime, there is now a relentless investment in the cybersecurity industry. Many security professionals - including the UK police force - are now taking the
offensive by developing their white cap hacking skills with the EC Council CEH. CEH proves that you have the knowledge needed to identify and use the tools used by malicious hackers. But to conquer this cert, and prove your expert white hacking knowledge, you need to learn. These are the 5 Best
CEH Certification Books of 2019: CEH V9: Certified Ethical Hacker Version 9 Study Guide CEH Certified Ethics Hacker All-in-One Exam Guide Certified Ethics Hacker (CEH) Version 9 Cert Guide to Hacking and Infiltration Testing Basics: Ethical Hacking and Infiltration Testing Made An Easy Official
CEH Course - EC-Council So, to help you maintain your ethical hacking certification, here are the 5 best CEH certification books for the 2019 CEH V9 : Certified Ethical Hacker Version 9 Study Guide is by far the most popular ceh certification preparation tool. The guide boasts a concise, easy-to-follow
approach to certification, which includes every purpose of the CEH exam, including samples and practical exercises. You'll explore everything you need to pass the CEH exam – including cryptography, footprint, Trojan horses and secret channels. You will also receive: Interactive test bank with 2 practice
exams 100+ electronic cards for quick reference review Comprehensive CEH certification PDF glossary Also includes companion stuffed with study tools such as practice exams, section review issues and electronic cards. In addition, this guide is used both in the classroom and in self-study scenarios.
The popular CEH review manager is Matt Walker - a man with so many certificates after his name, he makes the alphabet unsafe. Updated ceh v9, this all-in-one exam guide includes new content for cloud computing and mobile, as well as addressing the latest vulnerabilities introduced by the latest
operating systems and technologies. This source, designed to help you pass the exam easily, includes: 400+ practice exam questions (including results-based questions) 2 full practice exams and pdf version of the book created by prolific IT security author and certification expert Michael Gregg, this
chunky 640 page CEH certification guide is comprehensive. In addition to the CEH Version 9 themed companion, you will also focus on creating your own study preparation routine and review of issues. CD with two practice practices is bundled with this certification guide and you will also receive
preparation tips and exam tips from Michael himself. This is not ceh certification guide, but is the main introductory guide for any aspiring ethics hacker. Using this book, you will create a solid basis for ethical hacking knowledge - very important for maintaining the ceh exam. You'll learn the same hacking
tools that are usually found on a CEH certificate and learn how to use them for real-life infiltration tests. This book starts on the grounds and leads you to smarter things such as post-exploitation and access supervision. This is an ideal book for anyone interested in penetration testing - especially useful for
ethical hacking beginners wanting to achieve their CEH certificate. In addition to study managers, you also have the opportunity to purchase official CEH course software from the EC Council. That's all you need to pass your CEH exam - included in the official package is: Three official EC and Council
CEH books (lab manual and two course office program guides with slides) 6 DVD Courses show labs are tested on the latest operating systems with all the latest patches and hot fixes. In addition, 6 DVDs have more than 20GBs of executives on how to use the latest hacking and security tools along with
more than 1,000-minute videos showing hacking techniques. Purchase official CEH course software from the EC Council Store. Train with Firebrand for accelerated ethical hacking time and you will get a certificate in just 5 days. In a distraction environment, official course office equipment, instructors and
exams, you will return to the office certified ethical hacker. Ensuring the work of an ethical hacker is a complex process. In this area, you can have essential knowledge, experience gained with infiltration testing tools, SIEM systems and state-of-the-art technology. But still, the interview can't go as you
plan. When a rental manager asks about your experience, you descend on a puzzle with multiple pieces of information to try to figure out those you can share. As a penetration tester, you have a confidentiality agreement with your previous employer, and you do not want to terminate it. In such cases, you
need industry-recognized certificates to validate and support your knowledge and experience. CEH is one such certificate. What is CEH? Certified certification of ethical hackers (CEH) offered by the EC Council confirms your knowledge by bypassing the security protection of the organization, accessing
their network, programs, databases and other important data through security design gaps. It tests your skills to expose a vulnerability that can be exploited by a malicious attacker. CEH certification prepares you to match the methods and creativity of black hat hackers, while providing you with a
comprehensive hacking tool, developing attack vectors understanding of preventive countermeasures. Certified ethical hackers get permission property owners before they are checked for vulnerability and ensuring that the results remain confidential. The journey to become a certified ethical hacker
begins with the CEH (ANSI) exam. When you do this, you can choose ceh practical, six-hour practical exam. When a specialist is CEH certified and cleans ceh practical, they are recognized ceh master. But before diving deep into this, let's start with a little more information about why becoming CEH is
very important. Why you need CEH certification ceh certification helps penetration testers descend on their dream jobs by bracing that their skills development meets the industry standard. Here are some reasons that explain the need to get CEH certified. Makes you perfect for your cybersecurity planning
career, certified ethical certification of hackers confirms your skills as a penetration tester and ensures that they meet industry-recognized standards. As an ethical hacker, the results you submit or the vulnerabilities found are in a confidential shell. In such cases, proving your skill set and fitness for work
becomes difficult. You must be careful while disclosing the details to the rental manager because you may not want to risk any legal arrangement with your former employer. CEH certification helps determine the benchmark for your experience as an ethical hacker and demonstrates you as a legitimate
candidate for various cybersecurity roles. Actualizing your salary expectations Certified professionals are easily planted into the organization because the training requirement is minimal. Cybersecurity employers prefer a candidate with extensive knowledge in this area, which reveals to a certified ethics
hacker a myriad of opportunities on a high pay scale. $89,469 is the average salary of a professional with a CEH certificate, which you can raise by more than $128,000 with experience and other relevant certificates and skills. Source: PayScale meets DoD requirements If you are inclined to secure a job
at the Department of Defense (DoD), CEH certification will pave your way to it. The DoD requires that all its information enforcement officers be certified before handling sensitive information and network security. EC and Council CEH certification meets DOD requirements for different work roles:
Cybersecurity Service Provider (CSSP) Analyst CSSP Infrastructure Support CSSP Incident Transponder CSSP Auditor Maps for Industry Systems CEH Course Program on How to Obtain CEH Certification Maps for Industrial Systems, such as NICE/NIST, published by the Department of Homeland
Security in cooperation with the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) and the Office of National Director of Intelligence (ODNI). This helps you continue your career as a federal employee, as ceh v11 perfectly falls into the nice 2.0 system specialty areas - and defend (PR) and analyze to
analyze and safely developed (SP). Ensuring job security Cybercrime is growing at a tremendous pace, and the need for qualified cybersecurity professionals is steadily increasing. Investing in cybersecurity resources is simply economical, because the average cost to be cleaned up after hacking is
$690,000 for small businesses and more than $1 million for medium-sized businesses, says the Ponemon Institute. Industry-recognized certification will help you demonstrate your potential as a qualified IT security specialist in this growing demand and guarantee your job. To become a certified ethical
hacker To become a certified ethics hacker, you must pass the CEH exam, which consists of a total of 125 questions about multiple choices. A time limit of four hours is set to complete the examination. The EC Council retains the integrity of certification examinations by presenting them as different banks
of questions. These questions are analysed by banks during beta testing by an appropriate sample group under the supervision of security experts. This helps to ensure that the questions asked in the exam have not only academic significance, but also real-world applications. The management body shall
determine the rating on the complexity of each issue and shall assess the reduction on this basis. Usually it ranges from 60% to 80%, depending on the incoming questions. Eligibility criteria In terms of ceh certification exam eligibility criteria, you have two options. First, you can complete formal ec council
training in an accredited training centre, an approved academic institution or through an iClass platform. In this case, you can challenge the EC and Council certification examination without the application process. The second ceh certification eligibility option shall be at least two years of experience in the
field of information security as a prerequisite. If you have relevant experience, you can apply together with a $100 fee (non-refundable). In the application form, you'll need to list the guide data that will work as verifiers in the application process. The application usually lasts between five and 10 working
days when the verifier responds to a request for information from the EC Council. If you want to go with the first option, i.e. the official ec council program, that's what changed ceh v10 to CEH v11. What does the EC and Council CEH programme propose before 11? CEH v11 is the latest CEH programme
proposed by the EC Council. The governing body has developed some critical areas of focus in this version, and is constantly evolving with operating systems, tools, tactics, exploits, and technologies. The CEH v11 updates are as follows: The inclusion of Parrot Security OS Parrot Security OS intends to
provide an all-inclusive penetration testing toolkit to reduce attack, assess vulnerabilities, conduct security tests and forensics. It offers better performance than Kali Linux laptops and machines, while ensuring an intuitive look with a wide range of common tools storage. The enhanced IoT, cloud security,
and OT modules CEH v11 include upgraded cloud and IoT modules that include cloud service provider container technology such as Docker and Kubernetes, cloud computing threats and several IoT hacking tools such as Shikra, Bus Pirate, Facefancer 21, and more. As the world moves towards a
deeper cloud, ethical hackers are expected to be aware of the security threats associated with them. The CEH v11 program allows you to prevent, detect, and respond to such cyber attacks. In addition, CEH incorporates advanced skills and concepts in operational technologies (OT), such as the
Industrial Control System (ICS), Surveillance Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA), and more. This includes various OT challenges, OT hacking techniques, OT network communication protocols such as Profinet, Zigbee and much more. The latest malware analysis ceh v11 includes modern malware
analysis methods used for ransomware, banking, IoT botnets, OT malware analysis, Android malware, and more. Recently, the security community has been alarmed by malware attacks without files. CEH v11 allows you to focus on several malware methods with related defensive strategies. Training
courses include a taxonomy of malware threats to files, ways to bypass antivirus, run malware without files using script-based injection, and more. More practical training in the CEH v11 course for more than 50% of the curriculum focuses on developing practical skills in live ranges with EC Council
laboratories to practice and improve hacking skills. The latest CEH iteration also includes new operating systems, including Windows Server 2016, Windows Server 2019, and Windows 10, configured with firewalls, domain controllers, and vulnerable web applications. Now, if you go ahead with the second
option to prove your two years experience and self-study the route to get a CEH certificate, here's how you need to continue. As a self-study CEH certification exam If you decide that you want to test your experience and nail ceh exam through self-study, here's what you can do. Depending on how quickly
you intend to take the CEH exam, create a study plan accordingly. Avoid investing a lot of time in one topic; ensure that you send all areas for the right time, taking into account your strengths and weaknesses. Tip: Download the checklist now, print it out and use it to get ready for the exam. Checklist:
Topics covered by the introduction of the CEH certification exam into ethical hacking: ethical hacking and information security controls, laws and standards. safety audit, vulnerability assessment and penetration testing plan. Footprinting and reconnaissance: Using the latest tools and techniques to perform
footprint and exploration. Scanning networks: methods and countermeasures. Enumeration: methods and Vulnerability analysis: Detect security vulnerabilities in the organization's network infrastructure, communication channels, and computer systems. System hacking: system hacking techniques,
steganography, steganal attacks and coverage of tracks covering network and system vulnerabilities. Malware threats: malware types (Trojan, virus, worms, etc.), system auditing for malware attacks, malware analysis, and countermeasures. Sniffing: Discover a network vulnerability using package sniffing
methods and use countermeasures to protect sniffing. Social engineering: methods and how to detect theft attacks in order to audit human-level vulnerabilities and proposed countermeasures. Denial-of-Service (DoS or DDoS attacks): methods and tools for target auditing and countermeasures. Session
hijacking: Ways to discover network-level session management, authentication/authorization, cryptographic deficiencies, and countermeasures. Avoidance of APA, firewalls and honey pots: firewall, IDS and honey pot hiding methods, concealment tools and methods to audit the perimeter of the network
due to flaws and countermeasures. Hacking into web servers: Attacks and detailed attack methodology to identify vulnerabilities and counterserattacks on web server infrastructure. Hacking web applications: Web application attacks and detailed web application hacking techniques to identify
vulnerabilities in web applications and countermeasures. SQL Injection Attacks: SQL Injection Attack Methods, Injection Detection Tools for DETECT SQL Injection Attempts, and Countermeasures. Wireless hacking: wireless encryption, wireless hacking techniques, wireless hacking tools, and Wi-Fi
security tools. Hacking into mobile platforms: mobile platform attack vector, Android vulnerability exploiting and mobile security guidelines and tools. IoT and OT hacking: Threats to IoT and OT platforms and learn how to safely defend IoT and OT devices. Cloud computing: cloud concepts (container
technology, server-free computing), various threats/attacks, and security methods and tools. Cryptography: cryptographic ciphers, public key infrastructure (PKI), cryptographic attacks and crypto-crypto-tools. You can also check the CEH exam plan to analyze the weight of different topics and also align



your preparation strategy. By studying the topics mentioned above, make sure you create an understanding from a real-world perspective. You can create a virtual lab environment in your place and use it to practice learned hacking techniques. Start testing free CEH quizzes to identify areas where you
need to work and improve to CEH standards. Advisable several ethical hacking courses and improve your understanding of real-world examples and experiences. You can also join an online community or forum to discuss your confusion and learn from other misconverses. This is useful if you are
preparing for the exam yourself. Self-decision is brave because it is expensive certification. The best strategy would be to sign up for the CEH training program, but if you are sure to deal with the above topics, you can always give it a shot. Start learning from scratch the choice of ceh certification exam
preparation strategy depends solely on you. Either you sign up for a CEH training program, or take a self-study itinerary, make sure you put in a heartfelt effort to get ready for CEH, as this would be very useful for your career. Are you ready to start preparing today? Start with the basics and learn more
about penetration tests in detail. Detail.
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